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Local Servers Can't Determine Patent Suit Venue, Netflix
Says

law360.com/articles/1428720
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Law360 (October 6, 2021, 5:54 PM EDT) -- Netflix Inc. urged a Texas federal judge Tuesday

to ship a patent dispute brought by business-to-business software company CA Inc. to the

Northern District of California despite a magistrate judge's recommendation, saying that a

company's "virtual spaces" cannot be used to determine a patent suit's venue.

The streaming giant specifically took issue with U.S. Magistrate Judge Roy S. Payne's

conclusion that a number of content servers, which it uses to improve local streaming speed

and quality in the state, qualify as physical business operations. Netflix, citing the U.S.

Supreme Court's landmark 2017 TC Heartland decision, argued that the servers, called open

connect appliances or OCAs, are virtual spaces and therefore cannot be "regular and

established places of business."

"A computer server is not like a building, a table at a flea market, or shelf space. The OCA is

an object, not a 'place,'" Netflix said, adding that "even if the OCAs were 'places' under the

venue statute, they would not be places of Netflix. Netflix does not own the servers."

The patent dispute behind the current venue battle was launched by CA Inc. in March when

the software company accused Netflix of infringing on several patents related to improving

storage, caching, processing and computing techniques related to improved video streaming

quality.

The streaming company said it based its argument on the Supreme Court's May 2017

decision in TC Heartland LLC v. Kraft Foods Grp. Brands LLC, in which the high court

significantly narrowed the scope of permitted venues for patent suits.

In support of this view, Netflix emphasizes in its objections that the word "place," under a

May 2017 definition also applied by the Federal Circuit to In re: Cray Inc. — the first time the

circuit court applied TC Heartland — must be a "'building or a part of a building set apart for

any purpose' or 'quarters of any kind.'"

The Federal Circuit decision also specifies that virtual spaces or electronic communications

between individuals do not qualify as a "regular and established place of business."

"The magistrate's finding that the OCAs are 'places' defies the holdings of" both the Supreme

Court and Federal Circuit decisions, Netflix said.
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According to Netflix's Open Connect program website, the OCAs are used by ISPs to

"improve their customers' Netflix user experience by localizing Netflix traffic" and otherwise

improving the speed and quality of the massive amounts of data transferred constantly by

Netflix users.

"Software is not even a physical object, much less a place," the company said about its use of

the OCAs and the software on the servers that allows Netflix to improve streaming speeds.

Netflix also disputed Judge Payne's assertion that the internet service providers that contract

with Netflix in Texas are agents of the company, arguing that ISPs cannot be agents of Netflix

if Netflix does not have the ability to direct and control the ISPs' employees.

Counsel and representatives for CA Inc. did not respond to requests for comment.

Counsel and representatives for Netflix did not respond to requests for comment.

CA Inc. is represented by Adrienne Elizabeth Dominguez, Austin Chun Teng, James Michael

Heinlen, Justin S. Cohen and Richard Lawrence Wynne Jr. of Holland & Knight LLP;

Jennifer Leigh Truelove and Samuel Franklin Baxter of McKool Smith PC; Robert K. Jain of

Hopkins & Carley; and Bruce S. Sostek of Thompson & Knight LLP.

Netflix is represented by Harper S. Bats and Christopher Scott Ponder of Sheppard Mullin

Richter & Hampton LLP; Sharif E. Jacob, Christina Lee, David Justin Rosen, Edward A.

Bayley, Emily A. Hasselberg, Hinh D. Tran, Julia L. Greenberg, Katie Lynn Joyce, Leo L.

Lam, Neha Sabharwal, Paven Malhotra and Robert A. Van Nest of Keker Van Nest & Peters

LLP; and Melissa Richards Smith of Gillam & Smith LLP.

The case is CA Inc. et al. v. Netflix Inc., case number 2:21-cv-00080, in the U.S. District

Court for the Eastern District of Texas.

--Additional reporting by Dani Kass. Editing by Andrew Cohen.
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